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About This Game
• If something looks real - it is real! If you don't see a problem - there is no problem at all. Just trust your eyes!
• The regular laws of physics don't apply in Evo Explores. Even the gravity is under control of your imagination.
• Manipulate surreal structures to solve mind blowing puzzles. Every level will unravel the history of Byte planet and its citizens.
• Construct optical illusions to built impossible paths and guide Evo to the finish door.
• Evo Explores was inspired by a gorgeous Monument Valley game. We are big fans of original game, but we love Evo Explores
even more! Come share this feeling with us!

Features
- 45 unique mind blowing levels
- Relaxing gameplay. No need to hurry
- Accessible for all ages and for any experience in games
- No in-app purchases. Pay once and enjoy
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From my perspective, I viewed this rendition of history as heavily pro-Tudeh (the Communist Party of Iran) and though it
touches on the application of fiqh to Communists from the religious characters within in the game, "1979 Revolution: Black
Friday" communicates its narrative as the Arab Spring in another lacquer. And that's a shame really. There is no equivalency to
be drawn between the current Sunni revolutionary movements and the Iranian Revolution proper.
The developers did their homework for sure, but I couldn't get my character to become a Shia fundamentalist or lead him to
become a basiji so what's the point of player driven actions or agency? Though Reza (the protagonist) is clearly Westernized, it
didn't permit me the option of having a developing narrative drive a connection towards increasing his faith.
As an honest assessment, this game's presentation falls into this terrible milquetoast middle ground that simultaneously
would♥♥♥♥♥♥off Shah loyalist expats and a contemporary Shia as the Tudeh are portrayed as harmless, albeit naive, saints.
They're only critiqued as hypocritical, or worst of all, taken for the fools that they were. Aside from those notes, the game is a
"rah rah go student revolutionary movements" within a general context and retelling that Pahlavi was a pretty bad leader (I agree
only in part to this sentiment) and that the SAVAK weren't a friendly bunch.
The game does highlight what Iranian life was like from 1953 on as it modernized and, though there are some shoutouts to
Mohammad Mosaddegh's overthrow courtesy of MI6 and the CIA through Operation Ajax, this only serves to reaffirm the
developer's bias to the effect of -- "Wow, isn't it such a shame that Iran became an Islamic Republic."
To illustrate better, I'll draw my thoughts from another angle: imagine if the insufferable coming of age movie "Garden State"
(2004) were combined with a youth political drama. Yeah, I can feel your excitement building already.
Another, different, and probably more substantive critique I could provide for those unaware of the political, social, or historical
components within the game is that it could've been more expansive with a branching plot. You, Reza, the player, are
permanently stuck as a dumb collaborator with naive revolutionaries. In this way, "1979 Revolution" truly sticks to history as it
occurred.
Welp, those are my thoughts about this adventure game from a self-anointed, self-styled, and perhaps in this case, immodest
scholar of the Middle East.. not working in my laptop. This game is so much fun! Love the free flight around space, finding
stuff and making stuff from what you find. Be really cool to be able to make some thrusters for your pod, or make your own
ship, or a teleportation device or capability.
Thanks for working so hard on this game, I've played it lots and my mum has played it for hours and hours (she loves space stuff
and thinks this game is amazing!!). Where is the Accu-Sim version?. Mobile Game, smart isomitric puzzles.
70% Rank.. an awesome game gets an awesome mod and shortens the waiting time for rs2, thanks for all the work you put into
that!
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The gameplay is not fun, not as Hunter, not as Runner. Announcer is maddeningly annoying. Don't play this. This game is
rubbish. Utter and complete rubbish.. That a great guide but one thing miss it's all armor because at the end it's write weapon
and equipement but only weapon is here. A litle tip for people want to run the game and the guide you just have to go at your
two worlds folder C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Steam\\steamapps\\common\\Two Worlds - Epic Edition and just open the
2W_StrategyGuide_ENG.pdf or the 2WSG.exe if you prefer have a great gameplay ^^. Well done, the deceivingly hard
questions really throw you for a loop. Wish this developer would make an Adventure or Action game one day, really looking
forward to future offerings.. Windscreen gets foggy
Blows up president
Gets to fly again 5 minutes later
10/10. Forgotten German gem with unforgettable experience.. A true return to form to what made Ace Combat games fun.. A
quick and fun little mini indie game. This is more of if you miss FFTactics and like games to kick you in the teeth constantly.
Your always at a disadvantage. your capture is neat but it takes your turn. if your not careful the mob you take will be dead the
same turn you take it. For it's price it's FFtactics lite.. this game is freaking epic, and better than the 5th installment. cant wait to
get mods started!! Though it may be an early 2000's game, the vast mechanics, adventuring, character customization, interaction
with npc's and all-around gameplay was ahead of its time. I didn't play it until after i had already played through Skyrim a
couple of times, but found that to be a blessing in terms of what i could do, and knowing how the game's basic functions worked
also helped correct some of the lore i didn't understand.. If you want a racing sim, go play iRacing and stop complaining about
its price. This game is NOT a simulator and isn’t meant to be.
Those who enjoyed Dirt to Daytona should look into this one, I spent a lot of time on that game and this feels like that but
remastered.
One big complaint I have at the moment though is the lack of changing AI difficulty in online matches. No point in 40 cars if
you and your friends are miles from the pack and only battling each other.
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